Portable Dot-Peen Marking Solution

DOT PEE N SOLUTION
XM700

Innovative solutions for engraving and marking
All-in-one portable marking solution

VERSATILE

Fully independent, the XM700 is an easy to use, plug and play machine with no special training required. The intuitive touch screen interface allows you to navigate directly to the desired function with your finger, a stylus, and even while wearing a glove. You are able to mark texts, dates, serial numbers, DataMatrix™ codes, logos, and more.

INNOVATIVE

Technifor machines from Gravotech are available with a host of unique and innovative features.

The XM700 offers a permanent mark via Dot-Peen marking technology. Dot peen marking is a highly reliable industrial technology requiring no consumables. This process offers permanent, tamperproof marking with no removal of material.

The deepest mark in its class!

EXCEPTIONAL SOFTWARE

Requiring no additional computers or control units, the XM700 has built-in software. With a large screen and navigation icons, the interface includes a touch screen and allows easy and intuitive operation. Decrease production times by saving your marking settings for future use.

7" industrial color touch screen with protective film

2 USB ports + 1 RS232 port

Reinforced heavy-duty cable

M2S solid carbide marking tool:
- power
- optimal cooling
- durability

Adjustable metal foot:
- perfect support
- v-groove for tube marking

The longest run time on the market:
- lithium-ion technology battery
- light weight
- constant power

Marking trigger
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PERFORMANCE

The integrated control unit and the optional battery belt make this machine completely mobile and allows you to mark everything, everywhere, even outdoors. The XM700 has very low maintenance and requires no consumables thanks to the resharpenable stylus point.

ERGONOMICS AND DESIGN

The XM700 is reliable thanks to the robust, lightweight components and shock-resistant composite materials. Weighing only 12.2 pounds this machine can be easily moved or mounted on a stand. The optional side handle allows for better control while marking.
Since 1938, Gravotech brands have been global leaders in the design, manufacturing, sales and support of innovative solutions for engraving, marking and artistic modeling.

APPLICATIONS

The Gravotech Group represents a worldwide network present in 30 countries with more than 900 employees working around the clock to provide customers with exceptional permanent marking solutions. As a global leader in durable marking technologies such as engraving, laser, micro-percussion and scribing, we utilize our expertise to develop and market equipment, software and consumables for every application, from personalization to architectural signage and industrial part marking.

Flexible and Modular

"Full Mobile" solution:
- Identification of large and heavy equipment or difficult to access products.
- Deep marking on hard materials, rough, painted parts (tubes, steel structures...).
- Direct part marking before treatment (galvanizing, shotblasting, sandblasting, anti-corrosion painting...).

"Hybrid" solution:
- Easily transforms into a stand alone machine to mark small parts and plates.
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